
 

 
 
 
 
October 21, 2013 
 
 
 
Office of the Secretary  
U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission  
4330 East West Highway  
Bethesda, MD 20814  
 
Re: Comments Request on Commission Participation and Commission Employee Involvement 
in Voluntary Standards Activities Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (Docket No. CPSC-2013-
0034).   
 
These comments and information are provided by the Toy Industry Association (TIA) on behalf 
of its members in response to the above referenced Request for Comments. 
 
 
Background 
 
TIA has a membership of more than 600 businesses – from toy manufacturers, importers, and 
retailers to toy inventors, designers and testing labs – who are all involved in creating and 
bringing safe toys and games to children.  Since the 1930s, TIA has been a leader in the 
development of toy safety standards, and toy safety has long been the top priority for TIA and 
its members. Our members account for approximately 85% of the three billion toys sold in the 
United States each year; the total market approximates $22 billion in annual retail sales. The 
industry supports an estimated 533,177 US jobs generating $25.8 billion in wages for U.S. 
workers, and is responsible for over $80 billion in US economic activity each year.   
 
Given the priority of toy safety to the industry, over the years TIA and its members have actively 
participated in various standards development activities at the national and international levels.  
Of this activity, TIA is most directly and actively involved with the standards development 
organization ASTM International which is responsible for overseeing ASTM F963, Standard 
Consumer Safety Specification for Toy Safety.  The F15.22 Toy Safety Subcommittee is 
comprised of over 285 members from industry, consumer groups, medical professionals, and 
government.   Over its 30-years of existence, the multi-stakeholder Toy Safety Subcommittee 
has become known for its ability to quickly and nimbly address emerging issues via the 
development of requirements under ASTM F963, that are based upon demonstrable risk based 
hazard data. This process has resulted in the adoption of robust, effective safety standards 
earlier than counterpart standards in other regions of the world. 
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Additionally, ASTM F963 has been recognized as among the leading toy standards in the world.1  
In 2008, Congress required adoption of the ASTM F963 standard as a mandatory consumer 
product safety rule with enactment of the Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA, 
Section 106)2. In doing so, Congress also recognized and authorized ASTM’s process for 
reviewing and updating this standard, unless rejected by the Commission, based upon a record 
within 180 days.  CPSC Chairman Inez Tenenbaum recently recognized the Subcommittee with 
her Chairman’s Commendation Award for its “commitment to advancing the cause of consumer 
protection” resulting “in safer homes, both nationally and internationally.”3 
 
An important part of the ASTM Standard setting process and ASTM F15.22 Subcommittee’s 
effectiveness has been its ability to address emerging issues with CPSC staff participation and 
submission of CPSC-collected injury and incident data. The Commission has authorized and 
supported CPSC technical staff’s participation on such Subcommittee for years in a non-voting 
consultative capacity while prohibiting staff from voting either in their own capacity or as an 
employee representative of the Commission. 
 
 
Comments 
 
The Toy Industry Association generally agrees with the proposal to allow CPSC career technical 
staff to serve as voting members of voluntary standards development organizations and 
committees for consumer products (such as ASTM F15.22, the “Toy Safety Subcommittee”) but 
has some significant concerns involving potential conflict with the mandated process for 
reviewing and revising ASTM F 963, or other congressionally mandated ASTM Standards.   
 
 
TIA supports the proposal to allow CPSC career technical staff to serve as voting members of 
voluntary standards development committees  
 
First, TIA and its members believe CPSC career technical staff participation on voluntary 
standards committees on consumer products is vital to the process of developing informed and 
effective consensus standards, such as ASTM F963. CPSC staff may possess relevant knowledge, 
experience and information on often highly technical issues and can provide important data 
related to product-caused incidents which these committees regularly address. Additionally, 
active agency participation in voluntary consensus standards development contributes to better 
evaluated, consistent standards. CPSC staff participation in the voluntary standard setting 
process helps validate the process by which such standards are developed. In addition, it is just 

                                                 
1 Comments of CPSC Chairman Inez Tenenbaum in her presentation of the 2013 Chairman’s Commendation Awards, 
ASTM Subcommittee on Toy Safety Receives CPSC Chairman’s Circle Award, Toy News Tuesday, September 26, 2013 
http://www.toyassociation.org/PressRoom2/News/2013_News/ASTM_Subcommittee_on_Toy_Safety_Receives_CPS
C_Chairman_s_Circle_Award.aspx#.Ul2oC1OJRjM 

2Public Law 110-314, August 14, 2008 Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008, Section 106 entitled 
Mandatory Toy Safety Standards. 

3CPSC Chairman Inez Tenenbaum Announces 2013 Circle of Commendation Award Recipients, September 25, 2013 
http://www.cpsc.gov/en/Newsroom/News-Releases/2013/CPSC-Chairman-Inez-Tenenbaum-Announces--2013-Circle-
of-Commendation-Award-Recipients/ 

http://www.toyassociation.org/PressRoom2/News/2013_News/ASTM_Subcommittee_on_Toy_Safety_Receives_CPSC_Chairman_s_Circle_Award.aspx#.Ul2oC1OJRjM
http://www.toyassociation.org/PressRoom2/News/2013_News/ASTM_Subcommittee_on_Toy_Safety_Receives_CPSC_Chairman_s_Circle_Award.aspx#.Ul2oC1OJRjM
http://www.cpsc.gov/en/Newsroom/News-Releases/2013/CPSC-Chairman-Inez-Tenenbaum-Announces--2013-Circle-of-Commendation-Award-Recipients/
http://www.cpsc.gov/en/Newsroom/News-Releases/2013/CPSC-Chairman-Inez-Tenenbaum-Announces--2013-Circle-of-Commendation-Award-Recipients/
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as important for such standard setting committees to receive the CPSC staff views as it is to have 
the input of other constituent experts/participants, and is therefore more likely to contribute 
beneficial data and views as part of the consensus standard setting process. We note that GAO 
considered the already existent important role of CPSC Staff availability and participation with 
the ASTM Toy Safety Subcommittee when making its own recommendations for expanded 
participation of CPSC Staff with consensus standard setting bodies. Clearly Congress recognized 
this when it mandated adoption of the previously voluntary ASTM F963 Standard as a federal 
consumer product safety standard.   
 
Thus, TIA fully concurs with the proposition stated in the proposed rule and the May 2012 GAO 
Report that “permitting CPSC staff to vote on voluntary standards, could result in stronger 
voluntary standards, without compromising the CPSC’s independence.”4 As long as CPSC staff 
continue to operate in a their current  manner, advocating for or against various proposals 
based on the facts, prudent hazard analysis and substantiated research consistent with CPSC’s 
mission, a voting role on voluntary standards committees would, from TIA’s perspective, be 
welcomed.  Such votes should be representative of the Commission’s approved position on 
issues. It is important that they be vetted by the Commission in a substantially similar manner to 
votes by each voting participant.  
 
 
TIA does not support the proposal to allow CPSC staff to serve leadership roles on consensus 
standards committees   
 
While TIA believes CPSC technical staff should have voting rights on standards committees, we 
question the underlying need for, or benefit of, the proposal to have agency staff  hold 
leadership positions on such committees.  It is not clear what, if any, perceived “problem” 
existed in the current structure and process that GAO or CPSC hopes to address with such a 
change.  As we consider the impact of such a proposal, we have strong concerns that allowing 
CPSC staff to hold leadership positions could compromise the open consensus process – which 
works quite well.  We have strong reservations about the perceptions which could be created by 
such a change – and the potential chilling effect this could have on the existing free exchange of 
ideas and the “open” environment that is so critical to the consensus process and development 
of effective standards, as it exists today.  
 
With regard to ASTM F963 and other standards that already have a mechanism to become 
mandatory standards without Commission objection5, in our view it would create a potential 
conflict for CPSC staff leadership of the full Committee, when Congress has already mandated a 
mechanism for Commission exercise only of “veto” authority. The statutory presumption is that 
the ASTM Consensus Standard setting process prevails unless vetoed by Commission vote upon 
the record before it.  Such mandates cannot be repealed.   
 

                                                 
4 CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION: A More Active Role in Voluntary Standards Development Should Be 

Considered http://www.gao.gov/assets/600/590990.pdf 

5 Public Law 110-314, August 14, 2008 Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008, Section 106 entitled 

Mandatory Toy Safety Standards, see specifically procedural requirments at Section 1069 (c), (d)(2) and (g). 

http://www.gao.gov/assets/600/590990.pdf
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We also believe that the consensus standard process has historically been more rapid than 
agency rulemaking either to enact, or rarely, to amend federal standards. Having agency staff in 
leadership roles on committees, with the Commission subject to different requirements 
imposed under the Administrative Procedures Act (“APA”) to enact substantive rules and/or 
standards requirements could hinder or cripple the process under which NGO consensus 
standard setting bodies have effectively operated.  Such roles by staff must not interfere with 
the timely, effective development of consensus safety standards. 
 
Although the proposed rule attempts to clarify that CPSC committee members would only be 
representing their personal views (and not those of the Commission), there remain several 
potential issues with this aspect of the proposal.  If, for example, a CPSC staff member were to 
serve as chair of a committee, subcommittee or technical working group, whatever arguments 
that CPSC representative were to make, or whatever positions he or she were to take are likely 
to be perceived as representing the position of the Commission. This would likely be the case 
regardless of how vocally that CSPC Staff chair were to disclaim their views as being theirs alone.  
This is less likely to occur when such staff acts as one of several voting members of the 
committee.  
 
Additionally, a staff member holding a leadership position and expressing views that are 
materially different from one or more commissioners, could create a conflict with an ultimate 
Commission determination.  Conversely, the common perception of other members of the 
committee has traditionally been that CPSC staff members are “doing the bidding” of the 
Commission. This could directly undermine the core principles of the consensus standard 
process with equal voting accorded to each participant.  
 
Every effort must be made to assure that the multi-stakeholder consensus process remains 
independent of political agendas within the agency, or as a means of producing a mandatory 
standard within the APA requirements.  
 
Leadership positions on committees require a significant amount of ongoing time commitment, 
beyond just overseeing meetings.  Among the many responsibilities, a chair’s role includes 
managing simultaneous technical issues under consideration and their respective work group 
efforts, facilitating technical discussions and sharing of information, as well as administrative 
roles such as reporting, scheduling and others, between and in conjunction with committee 
meetings.  The 2012 GAO report states, “CPSC officials said that the level of support provided by 
CPSC to standards development and monitoring is dependent on available resources.”6  Given 
the time and dedication needed in leadership roles of these committees during the ASTM 
standard setting process, TIA is concerned that resources will not consistently be available to 
CPSC staff.  Further, the time commitment required for leadership roles in voluntary standards 
committees may not as always represent the best use of agency resources, as the CPSC is 
already spread very thin regulating over 15,000 consumer products. The resource issue is critical 
in that CPSC cannot guarantee staffers the same allotted time each year, or even each month if 
a new substantial hazard arises that needs rapid attention. This can cause the standards process 
to stall while CPSC shifts its priorities elsewhere, with no guarantee that time will ever be 

                                                 
6 CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION: A More Active Role in Voluntary Standards Development Should Be 
Considered http://www.gao.gov/assets/600/590990.pdf  

http://www.gao.gov/assets/600/590990.pdf
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reallocated. Also, if the government goes unfunded for an extended period of time (as in 
October of 2013), delays to standards work would occur.   
 
Finally, it should be pointed out that ASTM-established procedures, as outlined in the ASTM 
Technical Committee Officer Handbook7 (similar procedures are in effect at many other 
standards development organizations and committees), already provide that “although the 
chairman always has the right, he or she usually does not vote, except to cast the deciding vote 
if a tie were ever to occur.” Thus, allowing a CPSC staff member to serve as chair of ASTM 
committees and subcommittees would actually preclude that staff member from voting in all 
but the rarest of cases, thereby undermining one of the key objectives of the proposed rule.   
 
 
Conclusion 
 
In conclusion, TIA believes voting participation by CPSC staff, with OEX approval, would be a 
beneficial change to the standards process, with little or no change to the current time 
commitment by agency staff, and we support CPSC staff having the right to vote in a 
representative capacity on behalf of the Commission. Staff participation provides a wealth of 
expertise, knowledge and data to these processes and their “official” involvement add to the 
legitimacy of important safety standards for a broad range of consumer products.   
 
Due to the potential conflict between staff and the Commission and with the different 
procedural requirements applicable, we do not, however, support CPSC staff holding leadership 
positions of standards setting bodies. The consensus standards process is currently working as it 
should, no change that could result in unintended detrimental effects on the expediency of such 
processes, should be imposed. 
 
Thank you again for the opportunity to provide comments.  If you have any additional questions, 
comments or concerns, please contact me or Joan Lawrence TIA’s Vice President for Standards 
and Regulatory Affairs at jlawrence@toyassociation.org .   
 
Sincerely, 

 
Carter Keithley 
President  

                                                 
7 ASTM TECHNICAL COMMITTEE OFFICER HANDBOOK 8

TH
 EDITION http://www.astm.org/COMMIT/RedBook5.pdf  

mailto:jlawrence@toyassociation.org
http://www.astm.org/COMMIT/RedBook5.pdf

